English
We will begin the term looking at different grammar
aspects and focusing on developing our creative
writing skills and our story writing.
We will then move on to looking at different forms of
non-fiction writing and focusing on the features seen
in non-fiction writing.
Finally, we will move onto the book ‘The Train to
Impossible Places’. We will build on a range of
writing techniques whilst building the stamina of our
writing at the same time.

Maths
For the first half of the Summer Term we will
be focusing on written calculations. We will
begin with formal addition and subtraction
and then move onto long multiplication and
division. After half term we will be introduced
to decimals and looking at numbers between
0-1 and 1-2. We will also cover area and
calculating measure. Throughout the term we
will continue to recap our understanding of
number to ensure we are secure in it.

DT
For DT we will be investigating different Sandwich
fillers. We will start with tasting different fillers,
collecting data to find the most popular sandwich
filler and then work to design and make our own
sandwich.
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Our Art topic is themed around Ancient Egypt, using
our knowledge from our previous History topic. We will
be exploring different forms of 3D sculpture, using
Modroc to make death masks and clay for canopic jars.

Class 3

History
For our topic in History this term we are looking into the history of
the local area. We will investigate the local area and consider
which buildings hold significance and must be preserved. We will
also continue to develop our use of appropriate historical terms.

PSHE
Physical Education
Tag Rugby – We will develop our understanding of the rules of Tag
Rugby and develop the use and combination of techniques (e.g.
Passing, Catching, Handling, Dodging, Off-the-ball Movement, Scoring).
Cricket and Rounders – We will develop our understanding of the
rules of Cricket (e.g. Scoring & Actions which make a batter ‘Out’) and
our understanding of the concept of batting and fieldin.
Athletics – We will develop our understanding of the rules and
regulations within various forms of ‘Athletic events’.

For the first half term we will
be focusing on relationships,
understanding family,
friendships and other
relationships. Then we will
move onto ‘Changing Me’,
where we beginning to look at
the changes our body goes
through.

Science
Our first topic for this term is ‘Rocks, Fossils and Soil’,
where we will be looking at how fossils are made and
classifying rocks into different groups. After half term,
we will be investigating how sound is made and the
vibrations created by different forms of sound.

Geography
For Geography this term we will be learning about the
coasts of the British Isles. We will consider similarities
and differences between human and physical
geography and consider tourism in an area.
Computing
We will be looking at how images are made from pixels
and how we can make images move.
French
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RE
We will begin the term looking at Special Food
associated within the different religions and their
importance within the religions. After half term, we
will look at the different buildings and places that
people from different religions go to worship as well
as how else these buildings are used.
Music
We will be developing pen drumming skills and
combining this with body percussion to perform an
arrangement of 'Hair Up' from Trolls. We will also
be exploring rhythmic composition skills by creating
our own rhythms and fills.

